Witte Featured on Mars Hill Audio Journal

Tuesday, March 21, 2006

By: April L. Bogle

CSLR Director John Witte, Jr., Jonas Robitscher Professor of Law and Ethics, is featured on the latest release from Mars Hill Audio Journal discussing how law embodies a view of human nature, and why religious viewpoints have often been ignored. Witte comments are drawn from his new book, *Sex, Marriage, and Family in John Calvin's Geneva: Courtship, Engagement, and Marriage*. Mars Hill Audio Journal is a bimonthly audio magazine of contemporary culture and Christian conviction. It is available by subscription.

***

The Center for the Study of Law and Religion is home to world class scholars and forums on the religious foundations of law, politics, and society. It offers expertise on how the teachings and practices of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam have shaped and continue to transform the fundamental ideas and institutions of our public and private lives. The scholarship of CSLR faculty provides the latest perspectives, while its conferences and public forums foster reasoned and robust public debate.